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“At the Annual Meetings in San Diego last month, it was decided that

‘this Newsletter would hearafter be edited at San Francisco: State College,

and distributed by UC Davis. This is therefore the first issue of the news=

letter under the new editorship, and as such perhaps a statement of goals

for the Society and the Newsletter is not out ef place here. In Volume 1

#4, April 1967, the former editors set up a number of guidelines for future

issues: to be included were summaries of business meetings of the Society,

a series of paper abstracts, listings of curgent research, and “public

relations" announcements, These are certainty worthwhile goals, and the

current editors will attempt to fulfill them within the limits of this

publication.
2

An item which as yet has not formally been included as a goal for the

Newsletter, and which is ultimately its most valuable contribution, is the

potential for communication among researchers in California archaeology, and

elsewhere in the Far West. Upon looking over the items for inclusion in

this issue, for example, I find that most of them have been submitted by one

person; this situation is unfortunate an the least. Individuals within the

- Society are active in sponsoring excavations, surveys, meetings, legislation,

and the like; if the Society itself is going to’be any kind of force in

California, however, we should seriously consider letting each other know

vhat is going on. The Newsletter can and should serve as a major medium of

this communication, a clearing house for-current research and personnel.

In addition, since the Society is planning a publications series, the

Newsletter could provide ’a valuable public forum to discuss ideas pertaining

to such publications.
I would also welcome suggestions ané comments concerning the future

inclusion in these pages of summaries of current literature (perhaps samiv

annually), and would of course be overjoyed to receive any bibliographic

material from members of the Soeiety. |

— ee

BTS. Leslie E, Wildesen
> Anthropology ifuseum

: Sen Franeiseo State College
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‘vI am very grateful to be able to serve the members of the Society for

Celi forniaArchaeology, and I am certain that I speak for all of the elected

and appointed officers in making this statement.

Let us all work hard this year. ile have important things to do in

order to insure that the Gociety for California Archaeology will assist in

bringing us all to a common understanding of what it means to be concerned
é

ahaa.

TrtaSUnaneg scOnt

We had a membership total ef 209 for 1967,whichvatei6seach brought
$448 into the treasury.

As of April 1, 1968, the 1968 membership stands at 184, giving us $368,
at $2.00 each. There are 3 additional future memberships ($6), a donation of

$34, for a total of $826. lie spent $137.33 for stationery, stamps and some

minor items, leaving us a balance of $688.67, ‘The Bank has given us $14.64
interest; therefore, our bank balance is $703.31.

Please note that the 1968 membership of 184 is lower then last year's
total, but’we expect, additional memberships.to.continue to some.in through the

spring’ and simmers »I do wish toorequest, that. all of, you. ‘bring in additional
“© members and help’ build:up our organization. For. 1959, I.recommend that we

adopt a policy of charging a $5.00. menier ahi.$fee for. everybodyexcept,gpaante,
"Paul, de Tee Schumacher
~,Treasurer—

ray

“The SCA has formed..several. new committees and deantawititsomether
ones, as listed below. Haasedirectall anny to. the chairmenof the

—— hb piahit ett

os NEW:+ Gaeluaeedoa:matinaal‘Sites,Preservation.: Besti ios  —
mesesColleges:‘Chairman. ~--4 55)

‘ oAetateuhdadjooktakeeto ‘study.archaeological.sh tes in ‘relation to

so the: ‘recent. National Historical. dites Preserve tion. Act. "this.will be a

Long-term project in. terus,.oi.. analysis,andassessment.
of the “archaeolog~

Tem

deal:resources of: Californias.Hod srs *

:

acl

Comin’toe of Fablaeatshaa “KeithJohnson,.,ChicoStateColeg,Chairman

(Editor in hein
.

are This pee phic is. now‘wae, members to. function.as an editorial

board for future SCA publoationss
. "Committee on: Public: Relations.Alex.ssoaboiden,amiSeFarasieton.los ungeles—, Chairman.

+autLvaes eee

ante zeelonal‘SiteDataFiling,ee andiy Survey
g e

;

4 . $2 ‘ By S$ BR

LiG! Ofa7c oes tosaxs ree.
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Executive fosrd Meeting
The first meeting of the new Executive Board was held at 10 AM on

May 4 at the National Park Service chambers \in San Francisco, with all

Board members in attendance.

A discussion of old business was primarily taken up with a survey of

standing committees, their statuses and futures. Reports were requested from

the chairmen of the Committees on Government and Archaeology, Public Relations,

and Publications, as weil as the 1967 Newsletter staffs

Among new business conducted, a committee to consider SCA action on-

the Historic Sites Preservation Act was proposed, under the chairmanship of

william Beeson. Next year’s annual meeting in Las Vegas was discussed, and

suggestions were made for a.local arrangements committee. It. was decided to

offer a $25 second prize award for student papers given under the SWAA com~

petition, contingent upon SWAA acceptance.

ek Président Miller suggested the formation of a strong Coordinating

Committee, whose function it would be to integrate the activities and interests

of professionals, amateurs, students, and the public, to achieve closer coop-

eration and. better. services for all... After lengthy discussion it was decided

to form such a. committee, and a request was authorized to potential chairmen.

fn important part of the discussion was given over to the consideration

of finances...It was decided that the, SCA should request grants to initiate

pilot programs in problem-oriented research in California. The principal for-

mat discussed for such research is the integration of salvage and problem

archaeology - following up on problems raised by salvage work, and integrating

salvage excavations into. the matrix of archaeological theory and regional
problems. A tentative outline for an initial pilot study is now being prepared

by: the Board. .

Keith. Johnson was named Editor-in-Chief of the Publications program,

replecing David Frederickson, who had regretfully resigned. Tom King was

named Editor-in-Chief of the Newsletter, with Leslié Wildesen as Editor and

Dean Gaumer as Distribution Editor.

_The meeting was adjourned at 4 P.M.

Business Meeting
Some 60 members attended the Society's business meeting during the

annual conference at San Diego. In the absence of President Spaulding, the

meeting was. presided over by Vice-President David Frederickson. Changes in

the Constitution, which had been sent out to all members before the meeting,

were approved by voice vote. New officers were announded, as follows:

President: Donald Miller, National Park Service

Vice-President (Northern California): Keith Johnson, Chico State

. College
Vice-President (Southern California): Claude Warren, UC Santa

Barbara

Secretary: Tom. King, Northwestern California Archaeological Society
Treasurer: Paul Schumacher, National Park Service

A statement by William Beeson of Sacramento State College, who is

participating in discussion of the Federal Historic Sites Preservation Act

(PL89-665), was read, and is abstracted els@where in the Newsletter. Since

no action could be taken on Beeson'’s statement at the time, it was referred

to the Executive Committee for consideration.
—

Tom King
Secretary
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Faken acslnacls

Archaeological papers presented at the SWAA-SCA annual aeaiiies‘in
San Diego are abstracted"below. Those papers pertaining to: California

are représented by sotiewhat fuller abstracts than thoee dealing with — ws
>

other areas due to jaat sy of sane and ae SRReety ofmuterhals:
af

‘BatlyMayin: testein Norts?tebieas: 3

*Alan' L. Bryan, University ‘of Alberta:myReviewof Barly:2ion at

Studies in Western Canada”
~

is

Suminarizes glacial chronology and geological considerations as’

“theyattest the search’for ‘Early Man sites in Cyan
tOred

‘*Cynthia Inrin-Williams, magternNewMéxico University:*ivehatc
Culture History in the Bouthwestern United States" =

=

_

The Archaic period in the Southwest saw the foundations: of the?
“typleal’ Southwest: cultiire pattern, as show by chronological,:

demogrgnhic,typological,andhistorical evidence.
Oe

~*Claude’Warren, UC Santa Parbabes"Early Man in‘ the’Great ‘Basin
Ecological and‘ geological evidence ‘seems to support ‘the notion’

that the Desert Culture was ‘an adaptation to aridity, which

developed from an earlier culture in the levstovmneeee<

oe ain theGreatBasins
ees

“*Richia¥dSmitier,”5:03;San meee”state CeLlegesenute‘springsIts
< [mplications to Early Man Studies in North America®

ou Methodological ‘and -chronological discussion of the Tule‘Springs:
site; the evidence seems‘ to support a date not of 28,000 BP, but

wether‘of eo 000dh‘for_—s.man in this es
ben

: “Bundsti Davis,Sart‘DiegoiuseunofMont"EarlyMan antheMohave
Desert"
Discusses Clovis, San DieguitowxtselaArecent hiyutratiiondate fron
Silver Lake suggests 3,800 BP for this site.

‘San‘Joaquin’:Valley ‘Archaeology =

~ ‘#Reports of a six-year Government °éiiriboredresearch program in the

_ CentralValley, includingsurveys, tests, and — scale excavation.

*Norman Wilson, Department of Parks and fedieg tals "in Overview

of the Kawatchwa “Yokuts Archaeological Program"
~

Despite early depotulation ‘and meager ethnology in this area, arch-

aeological research has revealed considerabletime depth for the
: Yokuts culture,

*Iouis Payen, Department of Parks and Recreation: “The Archaeology
of little Panoche Valley, Western Merc8d County"

‘This paper deals with the excavation of two village sites (Fre-i28,
“"429) and testing of a buried’ midden deposit. “The artifacts present

suggest late period affinities, and such is supported by the presence
“of trade beads (Fre-128) anda C14 date of ‘AD 1765. ‘House pits were

excavated at Fre-128,and a
}

sweat house reminiscent of Southwestern
structures.
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*William E. Pritchard, Sacramento State College: "The Archaeology
of Lower Los Banos. Creek, Western Merced County"
Site survers tc determine settlement pattern and extensive
excavation at /i-vior~3 were carried out, revealing the area to be —
transitidial both culturally and chronologically. Two components

‘were discovered at 4~Mer-3:the earlier’ is typified by extended

burials, rock burial catms, and Late Horizon Phase I shell bead

and ornamen*. assarblages. Several dwellings and a ceremcnial

structure (ca. 100 ft. diameter) are associated with this time

period. The later component is typified by cremations andLate
Horizon Phase II bead and ornament types, with a Ci4 date of ca.

AD 1765, The site appears to be fully prehistoric, and its upper

levels correlate with sites in Little Panoche Creek, . pee

*Francis A. Riddell, Department of Parks and Recreation: "The

Archaeology of 4~-Mer-14 at San luis Dam, Western Merced County"
The excavation of the village and cemetery site reveal an occupation

~

date of ca. 150CBP. Evidence futther suggests that the site was

‘occupied for several centuries with a single cultural component
(Gonzaga complex) involved, The cemetery was fully excavated and

_

Was associated with house remains and cache pits. Artifacts

recovered indiicate trade from the coast and from the Sacramento-

San Joaquin Delta area.
oe

*William Olsen, Dept. of Parks and Recreation: "The Archaeology of

the Greyson Site; San Iuis Reservoir, Western Merced County"
The site is located just east of Pacheco Pass, and consists of

a midden ca. i80 cm. deep overlying an older terrace deposit which

also contains artifactual material. ‘The recovery of some 40 burials

and a variety of midden artifacts as well as three fragmentary
house floors indicates a long period of occupation. Three component.
have been segregated. The latest (Panoche complex) is contemporaneo
with a portion of Mer~3 and the little Panoche sites; the second
(Pacheco complex) is coeval with the central California Middle

Horizon; and the earliest component (Positas complex) is unplaced,
but is clearly the earliest known occupation in the area.

*William Olsen: "A Synthesis of the Archaeology of the Western San

Joaquin Valley"
As a result of the above excavation program, it is now possible to

propose a distinct regional cultural sequence for the area. ‘The

late protohistoric complex (Panoche) is known from four sites: Fre-

128, 129, Mer-3 and S94. It dates post-AD 1600, and terminated with

early Spanish contact, ca. AD 1800-1815. The prehistoric (Gonzaga)
complex is know from two sites (Mer-14 and Mer-3), and is clearly
related to the lower Late Horizon (Fhase I) occupation in the Delia

region, dated ca. AD 300-1100. The two oidest complexes are know

only from Mer-S94. The Pacheco complex is related to central Calif~

ornia Middle Horizon with some Early Horizon traits. The Positas

complex is represented by a few distinct artifact forms from the
* terrace. underlying the midden deposit, and is the oldest component

defined for the area, with apparently no related archaeological
expressions or affinities.
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“ *sylviaBroadbent, ‘UCRiverside: "dn Ancient Field System in
_

Chibcha Territory, Colambia"
‘Aerial survey has been useful in delineating a series of crop-

mark patterns in the Sabana de Bogota. The system, while not

now rigged, shows similarities to rigged fields elsewhere in

South America, and probablydates to pre-conquest |
times.

*David Thomas, UC Pavist "A Quantitative Method for the Analysis

_

of Faunal Remains in Archaeological Sites"

Recent tests have isolated error factors and developed formulae

“to increase efficiency of midden constituent analysis in both

“salvage and problem oriented archaeology.

*Robert L. Bdwards,UG.Davis:"ali taryGrid “in Archaeological
Survey"

;

‘The use of ‘military .grid maps can be a great conveniencein areas

where township and range grids have not been drawn,such as Spanish

landgrant. areas. oe

“

*Margaret Weide, Long BeachState College: "Season of Occupation
,

Pa
an Orange County Site’ as Derived from GrowthBandsin Pismo

ams"

By visual, thin-section, and microscopictechniques, annual and

daily growth bands in Tivéla Stultorim reveal a short, seasonal

oceupation of’ perhaps 5-6 weeks duration in the late winter or

early spring at Ora-82, a large midden of the Intermediate period

overlooking BolsaGap.
“* Paul Chace, Charles W. Bowers “lemorial Museum, Santa Ana: "Bio-

‘logical Archaeologyof Coastal Orange County Sites"

Recent shell midden microanalysis augmented with general shell

studies from six sites have provided evidence of segsonal site

occupation, shellfish utilization techniques, food source avoidance,
and local mammal’ food preparation methods, as well as revealing
the ecological zones existing and exploited by native groups.

The data suggest that these coastal sites may have been occupied
seasonally by inland-based bands with few.marine‘exploitative
patterns. 5.

California‘aechasology:
“#8 chael McEachern, Becrainghta State CiLbexs}"An

- Bic neal
Survey of the Caves of the Mother Lode Region of California”

‘During the last five years over 100 limestone caves in this region
have been investigated, of which 19 show traces of use by prehis-

toric man. The chief concern of the survey was to delimit the

_ boundaries of the Calaveras Mortuary Complex (Wallace, 1951); based

*“on the survey data, it appears that the Complex may have started

before 1500 BC in El Dorado County,- and. movedsouth through Cala-

veras into TuolomeCounty,by AD 800.
gin
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*William Wallace, California State College, Long Beach: "Cultural

Perspectives mn Southern Sierra Nevada Prehistory"
;

Recent concentration on Yosemite Valley, Ssquoia-Kings Canyon
National Parks, Vermillion Valley, Huntington Leke, and contiguous
areas has revealed a surprising abundance of archaeological sites,

ranging from tiny temporary camps marked only by a scattering of

obsidian chips, ‘to recurrently-occupiid villages covering a wide

area and with thick refuse dgposits.
© Cultural meterials recovered

‘from these sites indicate three main hebitational stages; although

dating is tentative, each stage has a distinct artifact assemblage.

*James Bennyhoff, UC Berkeley: "A Delta Intrusion to the Bay in the

Late Middle period in Central California”
2

Recent work has clarified a late Middle period emphasis on ventral

extension found in a group of components between Stockton and San

Pablo, and is revealing in terms of population shifts and the

emergence of the Late period.

*Robert Edwards, UC Davis: "Thomes ‘Creek Excavations"

A progress report on 3 sitew in Tehama County which were tested

in 1967, including discussion of salvage research plans, pH testing,
and the non-correlation of archaeological and éthnographic material.

*Tom King, San Francisco State College: “Haunted Hollow: 1967

Excavations in Buchanan Reservoir, Madera County"
The first season’s work at sites along the Chowchilla River has

provided new data on Central Valley-Sierran relationships from

Crane Flat complex times to the late Prehistoric period.

*Robert Schuyher and Paul Sieed, UC Santa Barbara: “Historic Sites

Archaeology in California"

A summary of recent historic archaeology, with evaluations and

predictions (favourable). :

NuwSLeTTsRaBstrRaCTS

Those persons who are interested are encouraged, to contact the societies

-and publishers of various other newsletters, which carry items of regional
as well as local and statewide significance. A list of such societies and

their publications is included at the end of this section, and, represents an

up-to-date version of a similar list in Vol 1 #2 of the SCA Newsletter. We

shall probably continue to include abstracts of major articles within these

pages, but we have neither the time nor the space to become a sort of “Reader !:

Digest" for California archaeology.

* The Calico dig is planning to release a preliminary report sometime

"soon," which will include discussion of research, tentative hypotheses,
_and interpretations. ‘The dig has been running into considerable trouble

with the land-ower, who apparently wants $25 million to allow the crew

to continue excavations. Broceedings are being handled through various

legal channels, and commmity support seems to be with the archaeologists.
- San Bernadino County Museum Newsletter, May 1968
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* . Des Claude Warren's field lawn (weSatta:Barbera):andthe Santa

« Batbara’ CowArchaeological: Society are jointly conducting a dig at

SBA+60, a Canalino site. near Goleta. So/far this salvage project has

recovered glass, sh§ll, and bone beads, stedite vessels. and pipes,
and other late period artifacts from the cemetery ares, in close assoc-

iation with flexed burials. The evidence supports ethnographic data

concerning burial mode: newer interrments are made:in the same area

as previous ones, with the earlier bones being throwback into the

“pit on top. Artifacts are being catalogued and processed at UCSB

andore be phecedin
the Society"s Museum in Goleta.

ts “Santa:BayPana:
»- County ‘Archaeological

why saaeptter,May 1968
7

wn artifact,"it) _theieotaes of.thenom Luis:ObispoCounty Arch-

aeological Society, has recently printed the pertinent. sections of

California State laws regarding archaeological sites. Occasionally it

is wise for the: archaeologist ‘to remind himself that these laws do
* exist,’ and to usé them when necessarys In view of the recent passage

of the Marin County site protection ordinance (applicable to sites even

on private. lands) and ‘the National Historie Sites Preservetion Act,
we have decided to include these California State law sectionsbelow.

“California State Public. Resources Code: -:
..

. No person shall knowingly and. willfully excavate upon, or

iiteinionies2 ‘destroy, injure or deface any historic or prehistoric
ruins, burial grounds, archaeological or vertebrate paleontological

igites, including fossilized footprints, inscriptions made by human

agency, or any other...features situated on public lands, except
with’ the expréss oa. ‘of‘the’ — —— =e jurisdiction
over gachlands.

*CaliforniaSatnistestive‘Code;Title the‘DivisionsofBeaches and

Parks
No person shall remove, injure, disfigure, deface, or destroy

any object of paisonbologicsl,archaeological, or historical int-

orest or value.
“*CaliforniaPerialCade,Title Abe:

. «Every: person, not: the owner theredE,sihio.willfullydigtanes,
disfigures, defaces, or destroys any objector thing of archaeo-

logical or historical interest or falue, ‘whether situated on.

private lands or withanespee inte
or eeu

is— of a

+ misdemeanor. ;

*The punishment for such ii nator is 6 nonthsmaximumin the
“

countyJail and/ora fine of #500marcha+ ae

:
. dmateurGooupsandPublicationst:

Hagthoentate.CaliforniadwchubolouhiatsGacketns"Digger*s Digest",

east onan 399°eret? enh California. "9:

sai ake ObispoCounty WeeiaeorcpicalSociety, “Artifact"
P.O. Box 972, Morro Bay Calif, 93442
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: Pacific Coast Archaeological Society, Ince, "Smoke Signals"
P.O. Box 926, Costa Mesa, Calif. 92627

San Bernattino County MuseumNewsletter/ Association.
“Waltef Schuiling, editor; 18860 Orange Ave, Bloomington Calif.

Santa Barbara (punty ArchaéologicalSociety/Newsletter
Bob Sutton, Pres.; Eugene A. Dueber, editor; UC Santa Barbara

If anyone knows ef ether amateur societies or publications, please let

us know so that we may add to this list in future issues. It seems that it

is a wise investment in both time and money to get on these mailing lists,

and SCA members are encouraged to do so. Bese
5

.

roCanT FsDiitas LoGISLATION;The National HistoricPreservationAet
Abstract of a statement by William Beeson, Dept. of Anthropelogy,

Sacramento State College, read at SCA annual meeting, April 1968.

The passing of PL 89-665 has provided a theoretical total of $32 million

over a four-year period, and for a National Register of sites to be preserved
and protected. The Federal govermment would administer the preservation etc.,

and would allot matching funds for sutvey, pretection, etc. of historical or

prehistoric sites. This list, expected ‘to contain ultimately about 300,000

entries, will be a public list, and will be used to re-route highways and

other Federal activities in the.United States’ and posséssidiis. Each state

will have a "coordinator" who will oversee the submission of sites to the

National Registers the coordinator for California is William Penn Mott, Jr.
‘

Problemst :

a

a
4. The problem of site evaluation is foremost. ‘The committee to which

Dr. Beeson was a representative seemed to ‘be more concerned with
:

structures such as buildings, ‘bridges, et¢.,”tHan with archaeolog~
pee’ ® "9991" sites’as such; theré is also the problem of "preserving" sites

for future "destruction" by archaeologists--would those administrator:

in chargéof, any..Preservation program understand this unique factor?
‘ : Also, unique or spectacular sites are often not archaeologically

the most important, since they do not show the common pattern which

“may be discovered in numerous smaller, less “unique” sites. The
—

pothunter probkem may. even be aggrevated,:of course, since the

proposed National Register is accessible to the general public.

“2 Doesa negative judgment, i.e., omission of any site from the Register,
~

then absolve the Federal Government of any responsibility for

salvage? The feeling of the committee seemed to be that a building,

for example, which was not so included, would become available to

"redevehopment,™ and would be ultimately destroyed. This feeling
‘has obvious consequences for archaeology.

3. Who will the ultimate administrator of such a program be? Again, the

choice of someone unacquainted with the problems peculiar to arch~

aeology (e.g., an architect,.or lawyer) would have obvious adverse

implications. *
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Prospects:
4. On the other hand,. this is an importantfirst, step toward recognition

of archaeological sites as parts of the public heritage, even

though they may be on private lands. It could, therefore, assist
in. bringing pressure on private land-owmers who attempted to destroy

(or vandalize, presumably) any sites

2. The law could also provide the funds and impetus for completing an

:

extensive survey of California sites; how can we evaluate our

%

resources,
after all, until we know what

pe —-
ttn

Oo 3. Ideas and mugpestionst a

a. a» We could bring pressure onthe California legislature to provide
a state list of sites, coordinated by a state Archaeological. Survey
office, and to provide for appropriations to match.funds supplied
by the Federal government under the auspices of the Act.

b. Until ‘the‘abovebecomes a reality, we could pahane:provide some

kind of ‘matching" system whereby: we provide the personnel, while

the Federal government provides the money. The legal counsel at

the meeting agreed to look into this possibility...
“It should be stressed at this time that although the. ‘Acthas been. passed

and the funds “appropriated,© no such funds are currently in the Federal
budget.

(The Act does exist, however,and can easily serve some. function. in
dealing with landowmers etc. ~Editor) sn

NOTES
|

Summer Jobe:
. Students who are seeking Jobs for the summer in archaeology.are reminded

that most field crews are already picked by this time each year. It is

recommended that applications be sent in up to a year ahead of time; that is,
start thinking about next summer right now, because.projects are often planned

far in advance and crews RASTERtere before the actual digging occurs.

7

“Rewards
Desert dasdeene.3is apparentlyoffering a $100 reward for catching a

violator of an archaeological. site under California State ane:
* Summer Issue:

at

=
We will attempt to publish a summer issue of this newsletter,giving

« "progress reports of summer digs and addresses of summer crews.

Publication:
You have no doubt noticedthe return to mimeo process:rather than ditto.

_ This is due to the kindness of Ronald Melander, San Francisco State College,
and his mimeograph machine, which he is donating to the cause.
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CURRENT‘RicinadCH

*Pacific Coast Archaeological Society: ahaa
- Excavation is continugng at the Coyote Cave and French Flat

sites on Irvine Co. property. Artifact yield from Coyote Cave is
_

relatively high, and ultimate recovery of much data is expected from
the excavation, which may take a year and a half to complete.

*Northwestern California Archaeological Societys
,

Surface survey of ‘the Walker Creek Reservoir is virtually complete
and several sites located will be tested this summer. A one-day dig
at Son-392, near Petaluma, recorded and exposed. an unusual bedrock
mortar and simple petroglyph outcrop and tested an adjacent midden,
which yielded Saxidomus disc beads. and corner-notched points.

*The Marin County High School Archaeology. Programs sont d

Novato High School, under the direction of Gary Drobney, has

completed an excavation at irn-265, scheduled for modification as

part of a city park. Two components, one historic, and one apparently
representing some aspect of the Emery Tradition (fiddle Horizon) were

recorded, and a number of structures and burials were found despite
a persistent vandalism problem, Two other high school groups, grom
Terra uinda and Redwood High’ Schools, are now joining with Novato,
College of Marin, San Francisco-State College and the NCAS to organize
a joint high school archacology-anthropology program. Classes,
supervised excavations and a public-information program are being
planned to focus on an excavation of the Miller Creek site, a large
mound that is being destroyed by pothunters.

- “Notes from UCLA: oS

oh

or
A volunteer project in cooperation with the Malibu Archaeological

Society is currently underway, excavating a Chumash cemetery in
Trancas Canyon. The project is being directed by John Beatan, with

~

work continuing unt#l around the end of Jume. As of 5-15-68, 70 burials
have been exposeds preservation is good, “3

*Notes from California State College, Long Beach: |

—

Daring March and April Franklin ‘Fenenga and Roger Desautels
directed a dig on the Harbor Freeway at San Pedro. The site was a

large habitation site, with good artifact return.
A Highway survey is currently underway in Laguna Canyon, Orange

County. So far nine sites including one rockshelter have been found
- on highway right-of-way,

~~ :

.
Pas

- R. Desautels is preparing to do highway salvage of two sites at
»

Cuyama, in San Luis Obispo County,
'

During the winter, Wallace and Kritzman completed a survey of
Hidden Reservoir on the Fresno in Madera County. 22 sites were found,
plus about 12 ephemeral bedrock mortar sites. Minor testing was done
in 9 sites, and suggests a good age range up into historic period.
Contingent upon funding, extensive digging will get underway this summer.

Fenenga’s field class, 2 sections with enrollment of 50 students
(combined) dug at San Pedro, is now shifting to a site on Irvine property

in Orange County.
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*Notes from San Francisco State College: .

,

Members of the Archaeological Survey and Archaeological Assoc-

jation are engaged in an extensive program of highway Surveys. So far

areas in San Mateo, Siskyou, Humboldt, Mendocino, Fresno, and other

Central and Northern California counties have been investigated, with

fairly good results.
Dr. Adan Treganza‘s field class is currently excavating three sites

in Alaméda County: Ala~328 (a continuing dig), Ale~i2 {e further invest~

igation of a site excavated in 1965), and Ala~3/3, a preliminary testing
excavation. If the necessary funds are forthcoming, extensive excavation
of Ala-343 will continue this summer, under the direction of Leslie

‘Wildesen. e

Members of the Survey are currently doing a contract highway salvage
dig at Ala-342, near Mission San Jose. Artifact yield-is good, and -

numerous reck features as well as large (6-10% dian.) clay-lined fire

pits or ovens have been discovered, as well as carbon.zed sseds and

nearly a dozen burials. Chester King, UC Pavis, is the field director.
John White is running intermitteat volunteer Gigs at Fart Ross,

and is currently involved: in the investigation of the dump site at the
Fort. Both historic and pre-historic artifacts have. been found so far,
although the slope of the dump creates stratigraphic problems.

John Robertson is doing the pH laboratory work for Ala-343, in an

attempt to délineate loci within the site for further testing.
Audio-visual equipment (tape recorders and cameras) was used in an

emergency two-day highway salvage dig in Dos Palos, California, and

reports are currently being written on both the site and the technique.
This summer work will continue in the Buchanan Reservoir area in

Madera County, under the direction of Tom King.
Dr. Roger Heglar, a physical anthropologist, is attempting to do

paleo-serology work on burials recovered from archaeological sites.

*Notes from UC Davis:
|

Several projects are underway, under the general supervision of
Dr. True, Department of Anthropology. Two excavations; directed by
Patti Johnson, are in the Capay Valley, in Southern Patwin territory.
One is a very large site, entirely prehistoric; excavations have reached
a depth of 5 feet, and have been encountering burials. ‘The other site
is historic, with large structures and evidence of clam dise and olivella
bead manufacture. Correction: this second dig is directed by Eric
Ritter.

Dick Hastings is directing excavations at an historic adobe site

on Indian midden in Napa.
Jack Nance is directing a dig in Sacramentoat the Brazil site,

Sac-43 ®

*News from San Diego State:
A survey of the De luz and Santa Margarita drainages has been

completed for the National Park Service; the area is to be affected by
dams built by the Bureau of Reclamation. Only one site was found.

Excavations are continuing at the Presidio of San Diego, with
excellent results. A recently discovered plan of the Presidio checks
out nicely with the plan revealed by the excavation. ‘The church has
been completely defined, and digging continues to the east to determine
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"the ‘rest of the church complex. The original South wall of the Presidio-, has been discovered, about 10 or 12 feet inside the present wall.
ole. Some 11 burials have been found thus far, with condition of. bone
> ,Very poor because of irrigation on the surface; osteological data is

_, Obtainable for only 3 burials. A significant find has been the.
-t, Sdentifiable grave of Henry Delano, Fitch, @ yankee sea captain of.

*..», Somewhat,tumultous history; ‘the discovery of his burial has reunited a

family split since 1826 over Kitch's elopement to Chile with Josefa
., Sarillo and his return some years later, = =§ 4

rUpulCniubaTiuNs‘missaGe °<

oo Public Relations - what’ and Why?"

... MPublig ‘relations ig one of those intangible things no“one's
.. ., OVER Mahagedto pin dow. You can call it. "the creation and maintenance
“| Of

wa

favorable climate of ppinion." You can also call it the factor
. that ‘spells success or failure for an organization, =""""

We're in tHe process’ of forming. a Committee on Public Relations;Alex Apostolides, of UCLAts Archaeological Sumvey, is the chairman.
., Bat the “committee” is far more than the "heads" named to it: the.
committee consists of each and every SCAmember, because every one of:

_ us is’ vitally involved in creating and main&aining a favorable -climate
OF opinion wherearchaeology is concerned, = at
| For us,, simply, p.®. for SCA means getting support and understandingfrom ‘that vast beast, The Public. Well doit by radio and TV appear-“ances. “Well do it by stories in the press. There is a slow shift .

.
, Pbservable in "public opinioh," whereby citizens intensely interestedan arbhaeclogy arp. bringing in“information ‘that is enabling us to.

_. Balvage ‘sites thet. otherwise would have gone unsung into oblivions.“ing the process, hasbeen ‘slow, the disappointments many--but a steady2

catesne eee Be BL Bl bog ss ae
Bo Se

oe

REEg

ete ate“Now =" public relations involves: the release of controlled infor~ —

tnation’ to’ the media that can best’ provide effective coverage in the -“ “ereation and maintenance of a climaté of. favorable opinion." aut a

..,,,; information release is impossible unless there*s-a flow of information
_., eoming in upon which releases maybe based: 9°4 sag. in the weeks upcoming, we shall ‘be appointing regional heads for' ‘theCommittee on Public Relations, From there on. out, it*ll be.up to_

the individual member-~andinsti tution--to send in iteins ‘deemed newsworthyWithout member support, it can't be CCH re ee Ae
- _. Climb dotm off those embattled ivory towers.~ if you'have a site .

“going, a slavage problem; a communica tion-to-~the-public puzzler, let
Us Imow about it, We'll’ take care of telling the world.

_ |. There's tore upcoming,and next Newshettér will tell ‘the tale.‘Meantime, your comments and. suggestions are meeded,"| “|

Apostolides may be reached through the Newsletter or directly at
- 2748 S. ‘Barrington, Los Angéles 90064, In an emergency, or if you're

_im the area, office phoneis 65407100 days; evenings at 477-0275,
~ Alex Apostolides
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COLLOQUI, AT UCDAVIS:
eee

ian,

With maturity and knowledge come change. California archaeology
“has grown over the years to the point where it can successfully accom-

ddate change.
"In 1967and 1966 three informal colloquia were hedd6n the Davis

campus of the University of California as part of the inauguration of

a new non-profit corporation, TheCenter. for Archaeological Research at

Davis, and in conjunction with the Society for California Archaeology. s

Several hundred students of California archaeology came ‘from many states,.
”-

areas, and institutions to explore new and meaningful ways of handking .

or better understanding the present status of ‘archaeological research in

the State of California.
After many hours and much (sometimes heated) debate, a tentative .

working sequence was arrived at for use in Central California. It was

felt that the "Horizon" system implied temporal sequences that were not

really comparable from area to area, and that since each new. site adds

to the complexity of California archaeology, some terminology must be

“devised to. adequately fit this complexity. Tratition was selected as

“a basic term in this new system, since it is releatively. time-free, and

suggests comparability between areas where Horizon does not. Therefore,

the proposed system is as. follows:

Late ‘Horiaonee becomes |. Augustine Tradition
Middle Horizon becomes Emery Tradition -

Early Horizon | becomes.
.

Windmiller Tradition

Tt should be emphasised that the traditions do not imply contemporaneity;
“for example, it is quite conceivable that Augustine and Emery are in sequence

“in one area, and occur simultaneously or separated by a third "tradition? in

another. per ee
:

Ss

de coue

Terms sudh as "paleo-Indian" and "archaic" were discussed with r eference

to California, but nothing conceste was resolved. All present. agreed to

use this new terminological system in their own areas, while maintaining

lines of communication with researchers in other areas, and have set Fall

of 1968 as the date for another. colloquium for. presentation of progress

reports; participants also. agreed to intensify research in their. own areas,

with the purpose of attempting to, work out reginnal sequences and, ultimately,

_ regional syntheses.
“tT would like at this time to officially invite any and all interested

persons to attend the next colloquium in Davis, to help work on some of

=

=»;

these problems. The colloquiums are open forums, with no registration fee,

and are designed to let students of California Archaeology. discuss freely

as that otherwise would possibly not be available »

for years due to the expense of printing. |
“

-

£ would. also like to personally thank David Frederickson of. Sonoma

State College for chairing these meetings, and all of you who attended and

made them such a.success. New lines: of communication and. understanding

“have been opened. It is our hope that these lines will remain open, as

they are vital to any science, especially archaeology.

_ DeanH. Gaumer.

‘Chairman, Executive Board

The Center for Archaeological
Research at Davis



MORECURRENT RESEARCH

*News from Sonoma State:

Anthropolcgy students under the direction of David Frederickson
are excavating a site on a Sonoma County road right-of-way near Santa
Rosa, An apoarer.t mamufadturing center for clam dise beads has been
located, ard a boulder with simple cupule petrogityphs has been found
near the site,

.

‘SOCIETYFQ AMERICANARCHAROLOGY ANNUAL MSETINGS +

The emual. meetings of the SAA were held in Santa Fe, New Mexico in early
May. We will try to veprint abatracts of papers premented at these meetings
in our summer issue of this Newsletter.

LAST MINUTE NEWS:

*News from Stanford University
Excavations at Als-329, a shell mound in the Coyote Hills Regional

Park, heve: ssvsaled a large house floor, with carbonized timbers and
much daid and baked clay. The site is a continuing project of the
Archaeological Field Methods class, directed by Dr. Bert Gerow.

NEXT ISSUE OF NEWSLETTER: JULY - AUGUST

IF YOU DO NOT CONTACT US, WE WILL CONTACT YOU, BUT WE'D
. RATHER NOT.

SEND ITEMS TO:Leslie Wildesen, Editor
Anthropology Museum

San Francisco State College
San Francisco 94132


